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As in clinical studies, finite element analysis (FEA) developed from computed tomography (CT) images of bones are

useful in pre-clinical rodent studies assessing treatment effects on vertebral body (VB) strength. Since strength

predictions from microCT-derived FEAs (mFEA) have not been validated against experimental measurements of mouse

VB strength, a parametric analysis exploring material and failure definitions was performed to determine whether elastic

mFEAs with linear failure criteria could reasonably assess VB strength in two studies, treatment and genetic, with

differences in bone volume fraction between the control and the experimental groups. VBs were scanned with a 12-mm

voxel size, and voxels were directly converted to 8-node, hexahedral elements. The coefficient of determination or R2

between predicted VB strength and experimental VB strength, as determined from compression tests, was 62.3% for the

treatment study and 85.3% for the genetic study when using a homogenous tissue modulus (Et) of 18 GPa for all

elements, a failure volume of 2%, and an equivalent failure strain of 0.007. The difference between prediction and

measurement (that is, error) increased when lowering the failure volume to 0.1% or increasing it to 4%. Using

inhomogeneous tissue density-specific moduli improved the R2 between predicted and experimental strength when

compared with uniform Et¼ 18 GPa. Also, the optimum failure volume is higher for the inhomogeneous than for the

homogeneous material definition. Regardless of model assumptions,mFEA can assess differences in murine VB strength

between experimental groups when the expected difference in strength is at least 20%.
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Introduction

The use of finite element analysis (FEA) to assess the strength of
bone continues to increase as high-speed processors become
more affordable and commercial software to convert quanti-
tative computed tomography (QCT) scans to finite element (FE)
models and to apply relevant boundary conditions becomes
more widely available. The popularity of QCT-FEA (a.k.a.
homogenized FEA) is evident in the growing number of clinical
studies reporting strength predictions with FEAs derived
from QCT scans of the hip,1,2 spine,3,4 distal tibia5,6 and distal

radius.7,8 Moreover, as evidence of their ability to make such
predictions, QCT-FEAs can differentiate fracture patients from
non-fracture patients, although some overlap in predicted
strength exists across the cohorts.9–14 Much of the validation
behind the failure criteria in these FE model predictions came
from correlations with strength measurements as determined
by whole bone testing of cadaveric tissue from large animals
and humans, namely the proximal femur, distal radius and
vertebra,15–19 whereas little validation has been performed on
murine bone. Material assumptions are based on a number of
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published empirical relationships that either (i) convert volu-
metric mineral density to tissue modulus (Et)

20 in which the
attenuation in CT is converted to density using a hydroxyapatite
(HA) phantom and elastic tissue modulus (Et) is derived from
local measurements by nanoindentation, (ii) relate QCT density
to ash density21 and then convert ash density to apparent-level
material properties for which different empirical relationships
exist for different directions of loading (compression versus
tension) and bone type (cortical versus trabecular)17,22 or
(iii) relate QCT volumetric density directly to apparent-level
properties using empirical relationships developed from
cadaveric experiments.23

Mice are widely used to identify mechanisms and signaling
pathways that impact bone strength because of the availability
of genetic and transgenic models in this species. Bone strength
predictions by micro-computed tomography (mCT)-derived
FEA (mFEA) could also be useful in pre-clinical and genetic
studies involving rodents because in vivo mCT scanners can
provide relatively high-resolution FE models of bone at baseline
and at follow-up time points. Thus, longitudinal changes in bone
stiffness or strength can be assessed upon treatment or other
experimental manipulations.24 Moreover, mFEA of excised
bones is non-destructive allowing for subsequent histological
analysis. Although a number of studies involving rodents have
used mFEA to determine the effect of drug treatment on bone
strength,25–30 there is little evidence in the literature establishing
that mFEA can accurately predict the mechanical properties of
rodent bone, and especially murine bones. Of the few studies
comparing FEA predictions to experimental measurements of
strength in rodent tissues, long bones were tested with limited
examination of material definitions.31–33 In effect, mFEAs of
rodent bones rely on assumptions of material properties and
failure criteria from the many correlation studies involving
cadaveric bone from larger species.

The lack of modulus–density relationships for rodent bone is
not surprising given the relatively small size of rodent bones,
especially murine vertebral bodies (VBs), and the associated
challenges in experimental loading protocols. Avoiding the

difficulties of sample preparation for material testing of rodent
bone tissue, a few FEA studies of rodent bone developed
constitutive relationships using available experimental data.
One study fit a nonlinear equation to a compilation of Et and
tissue mineral density (TMD) data acquired from different
species and anatomical sites and using different modalities (for
example, nanoindentation, tensile tests, scanning acoustic
microscopy),28 whereas another developed a linear scaling
factor to determine tissue modulus from TMD based on the ratio
of whole bone stiffness (determined experimentally by three-
point bending of a mouse femur) to the predicted stiffness
derived from a mFEA of the same bone under similar boundary
conditions.31 In addition to the uncertainty regarding material
behavior assumptions and directional dependence of rodent
bone, failure criteria used in mFEA have also not been rigorously
tested.

Since there is a dearth of evidence establishing the accuracy of
mFEA to predict the strength of mouse bone, we performed
parametric analyses to determine whether elastic mFEA models
with failure criteria that were linearly dependent on modulus
could predict experimentally determined VB compressive
strength and could detect differences in VB strength between
control and treatment groups in which the drug 1D11, a
transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) inhibitor, increases bone
volume fraction. To investigate whether material definitions and
failure criteria are consistent across two independent studies, we
applied material property relationships with near-optimized
failure criteria from the mouse study involving drug treatment to
another mouse study involving a genetic deletion of a tran-
scription factor important to osteoblast differentiation (that is,
activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4)) and bonevolume fraction.

Results

Effect of varying failure volume for homogenous material
property assignment
We first investigated how failure volume affected model pre-
dictions for a homogeneous material definition, as this is the

Table 1 Results from a linear regression analysis of experimental versus predicted strength of mouse L6 vertebrae (VB) show the effect of varying failure volume on the VB

strength prediction for mFEAs using a homogeneous elastic modulus (Et) and an inhomogeneous, element-specific Et (n¼ 0.03, failure strain¼0.007, threshold of

421.4 mg HA cm� 3)

Failure volume (%) Et (GPa) RMSEa (N) R2 (%) Slope (95% CI) Intercept (95% CI)

0.1 18 13.3 55.2 1.82 (0.73–2.90) �11.3 (�42.51–19.92)
0.5 18 8.2 62.9 1.68 (0.83–2.54) � 17.10 (�46.64–12.44)
1 18 5.8 66.9 1.62 (0.86–2.37) �20.2 (�48.74–8.32)
2 18 5.0 62.3 1.38 (0.67–2.09) �15.5 (�44.7–13.6)
3 18 5.5 62.0 1.34 (0.64–2.03) �16.8 (�46.78–13.16)
4 18 6.3 61.9 1.31 (0.63–1.99) �17.8 (�48.35–12.75)
10 18 11.1 61.4 1.19 (0.57–1.82) �19.8 (�51.78–12.14)
0.1 Specificb 25.5 63.7 2.11 (1.06–3.17) 7.30 (�9.63–24.24)
0.5 Specific 21.3 66.0 1.84 (0.97–2.72) 3.8 (�13.94–21.60)
1 Specific 19.0 68.6 1.74 (0.96–2.52) 1.90 (�15.70–19.50)
2 Specific 16.3 70.4 1.60 (0.91–2.29) 0.55 (�16.91–18.02)
3 Specific 14.5 70.7 1.53 (0.87–2.18) �0.38 (�18.08–17.33)
4 Specific 13.1 71.1 1.49 (0.86–2.11) �1.46 (�19.47–16.55)
10 Specific 8.1 71.6 1.38 (0.80–1.96) �6.1 (�25.80–13.62)
11 Specific 7.6 71.4 1.37 (0.79–1.94) �6.54 (�26.51–13.44)
15 Specific 5.7 70.7 1.31 (0.75–1.87) �7.87 (�28.73–12.99)
20 Specific 4.5 69.9 1.24 (0.70–1.79) �8.57 (�30.17–13.03)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; mFEA, micro-computed tomography-derived finite element analysis; RMSE, root mean squared error; VB, vertebral body.
aRMSE indicates how far way the regression is from the unity line. bInhomogeneous material definitions based on Wagner conversion (equation 1).
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simplest approach to mFEA. When the modulus of all elements
was set to 18 GPa and failure strain was 0.007 (Base Model),
altering the failure criteria by increasing the critical failure
volume (Vf) from 0.1 to 1% of total volume increased the
coefficient of determination (R2) as well as reduced the root
mean squared error (RMSE) between predicted and experi-
mental strength (Table 1). Additional increases in Vf did not
increase the ability of the mFEA predictions to explain the
variance in experimental strength. Moreover, there were
nonlinear relationships between critical volume and RMSE and
between critical volume and R2 (Table 1).

Effects of bone compartment used to determine modulus
and global threshold values
Assignment of a homogenous modulus based on the mean
TMD of individual VB may improve the prediction of mechanical
strength compared with using the same modulus for all VBs.
However, it not clear whether VB-specific moduli should be
determined from (i) the mean TMD of only trabecular bone,
(ii) the mean TMD of the whole VB or (iii) whether trabecular and
cortical bone should be treated as different materials with
moduli corresponding to their respective mean TMDs. Using the
Wagner et al.34 conversion to establish a uniform VB-specific
modulus based on a separate determination of mean TMD for
cortical and trabecular bone (Figure 1b) or the mean TMD of
only trabecular bone applied to the entire VB (Figure 1c)
increased the R2 value for the correlation with experimental
strength while having minimal effects on RMSE compared with
using a constant modulus of 18 GPa for all bones (Figure 1a).

This suggests that the effect of TGF-b inhibition on bone
strength is primarily via effects on trabecular bone.

Increasing the threshold to reduce the number of surface
voxels in the model (that is, suppressing partial volume effect at
the cost of disconnecting trabeculae) improved the ability of
mFEA models with homogeneous material to predict the
experimental variance in VB strength (Table 2), but did not have
the same effect in models with inhomogeneous material.
However, the higher segmentation threshold resulted in fewer
elements, so mFEA models created using the higher density
threshold predicted lower VB strength than the experimental
values and increased RMSE (Table 2).

Effect of using an inhomogeneous distribution of tissue
elastic modulus
Another way to account for differences in mineralization among
groups is to use a heterogeneous distribution of Et. This typically
involves converting the TMD of each element to Et using a
theoretical relationship between TMD and Et. We investigated
three published conversions: Wagner et al.34 (equation 1),
Easley et al.28 and Renders et al.35 The use of an element-
specific Et to generate mFEA models improved the R2,
regardless of whether the Wagner et al.,34 the Easley et al.28 or
the Renders et al.35 relationship was used to convert TMD to Et

(Table 1 and Figure 2). Keeping failure strain and failure volume
set to 0.007 and 2%, respectively, results in an under-prediction
of the peak force. The RSME was especially high for models
developed using the Renders et al.35 relationship. Simply
increasing failure strain improves the accuracy (Figure 2)
without negatively affecting predictive ability (no change in R2 or

Figure 1 Linear regression analysis of experimental vertebra (VB) strength versus predicted VB strength from micro-finite element analysis (mFEAs) for different homogeneous
material definitions using the same critical failure volume (Vf) and failure strain (threshold¼ 421.4 mg HA cm� 3). The prediction of VB strength had a relatively low root mean
squared error (RMSE) when defining the tissue modulus (Et) as 18 GPa for all elements in all models (a). Basing the tissue modulus on the mean trabecular tissue mineral density
(Tb.TMD) and the mean TMD of the cortical shell (Ct.TMD), treated as two materials, increased the ability of mFEA to explain the variance in VB strength (b). This was also the case
when basing Et of all elements on the Tb.TMD (c), but not on mean Ctþ Tb.TMD of the whole VB.
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Table 2 Results from a linear regression analysis of experimental versus predicted strength of mouse vertebras (VBs) show the effect of global thresholding on the VB

strength prediction for several FEAs using homogeneous elastic modulus (Et) or 2 materials with n¼ 0.3, equivalent failure strain¼ 0.007 and failure volume¼2% or

inhomogeneous modulus using Wagner-based conversion, n¼0.3, equivalent failure strain¼0.009, and failure volume¼ 6%

Threshold (mgHA cm� 3) Et (GPa) RMSE (N) R2 (%) Slope 95% CI Intercept 95% CI

421.4 18 GPa 5.0 62.3 1.38 (0.67–2.09) �15.5 (�44.7–13.6)
538.9 18 GPa 8.1 70.7 1.37 (0.78–1.95) �5.64 (�25.57–14.30)
421.4 VB specifica 5.3 67.2 1.38 (0.74–2.02) � 12.18 (�36.80–12.43)
538.9 VB specific 9.7 74.0 1.15 (0.70–1.61) �4.06 (�26.61–6.62)
421.4 Element specificb 4.1 71.7 1.11 (0.65–1.57) �4.26 (�23.54–14.80)
538.9 Element specific 16.7 72.9 1.09 (0.65–1.53) �0.36 (�17.14–16.41)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; RMSE, root mean squared error; VB, vertebral body.
aTwo materials: modulus 1 determined from the mean TMD of trabecular bone and modulus 2 determined from the mean TMD of the cortical shell (both using Wagner
conversion). bInhomogeneous material definitions based on Wagner conversion.

Figure 2 Linear regression analysis of experimental VB strength versus predicted VB strength for different inhomogeneous material definitions using the same critical failure
volume (Vf) but different failure strains (threshold¼ 421.8 mg HA cm� 3). For a given conversion of TMD to tissue elastic modulus Et (a, c, e), there was an improvement in the
coefficient of determination relative to homogeneous material definitions. Increasing the failure strain decreased the error, but the failure strain required for low error varied among the
different conversions (b, d, f).
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an increase in R2). Similarly, when failure strain was maintained
at 0.007, the optimal failure volume for each inhomogeneous
model was higher than for homogenous mFEA models (Table 1).
Importantly, each relationship between Et and TMD had
different near-optimal failure criteria (maximize R2 while
minimizing RSME), and the improvement in predictive ability
with optimization is small (compare Figure 2 with Wagner:
R2¼ 71.7% and RMSE¼ 4.1 for Vf¼ 7% at 0.009 failure strain;
Easley: R2¼ 71.3% and RMSE¼ 4.1 for Vf¼ 5% at 0.009 failure
strain and Renders: R2¼ 70.8% and RMSE¼ 5.5 for Vf¼ 2% at
0.070 failure strain).

Predictive ability of near-optimized parameters in a genetic
mouse model
Building confidence in the elastic approach to predicting the
strength of mouse VBs by mFEA, there was also a strong
correlation between predicted and experimental strength in the
study involving the genetic deletion of ATF4 with low error
(Figure 3). Again, using inhomogeneous element-specific Et,
instead of a constant 18 GPa for all elements, increased the R2

value, albeit marginally (Figures 3a, b and d).

Differences in bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and strength
between experimental groups
As expected, mice treated with the TGF-b inhibitor 1D11 had
greater trabecular bone volume fraction within the VB than mice
treated with 13C4, the control antibody. In addition, there was
lower bone volume fraction in the ATF4-deficient VBs than in
VBs from wild-type littermates (Table 3). For both studies, the
group with the lower BV/TV had lower VB compressive strength
as determined experimentally and using mFEA. There were
significant differences in VB strength between respective
experimental groups, regardless of the material model used in
generating the models (Table 3).

Discussion

Although there is ample evidence that CT-derived FEA models
can predict the experimental strength of human bone,36 there is
little evidence that the same methods for assigning material
properties in FEAs are appropriate for mouse bone. Upon
comparing mFEA-derived strength to experimentally measured
strength of the L6 VB from two different mouse studies, we find
that an elastic FEA with linear failure criteria and relatively low
computation time (o1 h) can accurately predict the com-
pressive strength of mouse vertebrae when the FE model is
generated from mCT scans using a voxel or element size of
12 mm. The accuracy of the mFEA predictions, of course,
depended on the definitions of material behavior and failure
criteria, but error between predicted and experimental strength
values in the present study was minimal when bone was
assumed to have a homogeneous tissue modulus of 18 GPa or
was assigned material properties based on the Wagner et al.34

conversion and failure occurred when 2% of the tissue volume
exceeded 7000 mstrain (equivalent). Moreover, accounting for
any possible differences in mineralization among mice, an
inhomogeneous element-specific distribution of Et provides the
best explanation of the variance in experimental strength,
although the optimal failure criteria differs from that of the
homogeneous material definition.

Interestingly, homogeneous mFEAs models predicted a
smaller difference in strength between groups than the
experimental strength difference, suggesting homogeneous
mFEAs may under predict experimental effects on strength.
However, inhomogeneous mFEAs predicted a similar percent
difference as compression tests in VB strength between 13C4-
and 1D11-treatment and between Atf4þ /þ and Atf4� /�
mice (Table 3). Even though the homogenous Et and the
inhomogeneous Et models under-predicted VB strength, they
still detected differences between the experimental groups.

Varying the critical failure volume for the homogeneous
material definition between 1% and 4% of the total bone volume
affected the coefficient of determination with modest effects on
the error (Table 1). Using a similar FEA approach to predict the
failure loads of cadaveric radii with Et¼ 10 GPa, Pistoia et al.18

also observed a small decrease in R2, a decrease in the
regression slope toward 1, and an increase in error as the failure
volume was increased from 2 to 4%. In a follow-up study using
the same 0.007 effective strain threshold for element failure, a
nonlinear relationship was observed for critical failure volume
(0.1–50% of model volume) versus the error between predicted
and experimentally measured strength of embalmed human
distal radii, which were scanned at a nominal resolution of 89 mm
(compared with 165mm from the previous study) with a lower
tissue modulus of 6.829 GPa.19 Like the present study involving
mouse VBs, these studies found that the optimum failure
volume for a homogeneous material definition was between 1
and 10%.18,19 Conceivably, for any given study, there is an
optimum failure volume and an optimum failure strain that
maximizes R2 and minimizes RMSE, respectively. However, the
data presented here demonstrate that achieving this optimum is
not essential to detect group-wise differences in whole-bone
strength that are greater than 20% (Table 3).

To date, tissue-level failure strain and modulus have not been
measured for mouse trabecular bone. However, nanoinden-
tation on wet bone tissue within VBs indicates that Et is
12.3 GPa on average for human trabecular bone37 and ranges
from 12.4±0.3 GPa38 to 20.8±6.5 GPa39 for rat trabecular
bone. Note that nanoindentation involves complex loading
modes (that is, not pure tension or compression) and modulus
can be highly variable within a sample. In homogeneous FEA
studies of VB mechanics, tissue-level elastic properties range
from 8.56 GPa (ovine)40 to 18 GPa41 or 18.5 GPa (human).42

In looking at the distribution of TMD among all ‘bone’ voxels
(that is, outer voxels were not removed), Et for 80% of elements
typically varied between 5 and 19 GPa (Figure 4) with a mean of
17.7 GPa. Tissue modulus values in the present study are similar
to previous estimates for human trabecular bone in the femoral
neck based on TMD determined using synchrotron radiation,43

and the range of nanoindentation values (4.0–19.8 GPa)
measured for ovine L5 VB trabecular bone in which inhomo-
geneous FEAs predicted apparent compressive modulus
reasonably well.44 In contrast, the overall mean Et is higher than
Et values calibrated by minimizing the difference between FEA
results and apparent-level properties of trabecular bone cores
from human tibia (2.23–10.1 GPa),45 bovine tibia (6.77 GPa)46

and human L2-L5 VBs (9.6±1.9–13.6±3.9 GPa depending on
boundary conditions and element size).47

The assumed failure strain used here (von Mises equivalent
strain¼ 0.007) is similar to that in previous studies simulating
nonlinear force versus displacement behavior of trabecular
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bone cores,46,48 but true failure strain of individual trabeculae
can be highly variable.49 In a nonlinear mFEA incorporating
damage, the strains at which damage forms in trabeculae were
determined to be � 0.0116 (compression) and 0.0069 (tension)
when the model was calibrated against compression tests of
ovine trabecular bone.50 The corresponding fracture strain
estimates were double the damage strains, and so a failure
strain between 0.02 and 0.007 appears reasonable. This range
could not be achieved for the Renders et al.35 relationship when
the failure volume was less than 10%. Despite the uncertainty in

material behavior and failure conditions of mouse trabecular
bone, applying constant properties and failure criteria across all
models can still predict VB strength with reasonable accuracy,
at least in situations where BV/TV and TMD drive differences in
VB strength.

Using element-specific Et improves the ability of mFEA
models to explain the variance in VB strength, at least when
using an inhibitor of TGF-b, which affects TMD. Similarly,
previous studies have reported improvements in predicting
porcine VB strength,51 apparent modulus of human trabecular

Figure 3 Linear regression analysis of experimental VB strength versus predicted VB strength for different near-optimal failure criteria and several different material definitions
(threshold¼ 421.8 mg HA cm� 3) using L6 VBs from mice lacking a transcription factor (Atf4� /� ) and wild-type litermates (Atf4þ /þ ). The mFEA-predicted strength strongly
correlated with experimental strength whether all elements (a) had a modulus of 18 GPa, (b) had an inhomogeneous modulus based on several published conversions (b, c, d).

Table 3 Differences in selected properties of VBs between the experimental groups as assessed by mCT, compression testing and mFEM using equivalent failure

strain¼0.7%, and failure volume¼2% for the homogeneous models and near-optimized parameters for the inhomogeneous, element-specific models

Property TGF-b inhibition study Activation transcription factor 4 study

13C4 (n¼ 7) 1D11 (n¼ 8) % Diff P-value Atf4þ /þ (n¼10) Atf4� /� (n¼ 10) % Diff P-value

BV/TV 0.261±0.032 0.315±0.019 19.0 0.001 0.148±0.011 0.102±0.022 36.9 0.0001
Tb.TMD 970±14 982±9 1.3 0.058 1035±13 1032±13 0.3 0.57
Peak force (N)a 36.9±8.2 44.9±5.4 19.6 0.065 46.0±7.9 27.8±4.3 49.5 0.0001

Predicted strength (N)
Et¼ 10 GPa 21.4±2.4 23.9±1.7 11.4 0.030 23.2±3.3 15.6±2.4 32.8 0.0001
Et¼ 18 GPa 38.4±4.3 43.1±3.0 11.4 0.030 41.8±5.9 28.1±4.3 32.8 0.0001
VB specific Et

b 36.4±4.3 41.2±3.7 12.9 0.040 37.9±5.5 30.5±8.9 24.0 0.0001
Tissue-specific Et

c 37.0±5.6 44.0±3.4 18.8 0.011 42.0±7.0 26.5±4.8 36.9 0.0001
Tissue-specific Et

d 36.6±6.0 44.2±3.7 20.8 0.010 41.8±7.2 25.8±5.0 38.2 0.0001
Tissue-specific Et

e 34.6±9.0 47.5±6.0 37.4 0.006 42.1±11.7 21.9±6.5 47.9 0.0002

Abbreviations: mCT, micro-computed tomography; mFEA, micro-finite element analysis; Diff, difference; Tb.TMD, trabecular tissue mineral density; VB, vertebral body.
an¼6 for 1D11 and n¼ 9 for Atf4� /� in the compression tests. bTwo materials: one for trabecular bone and the other for the cortical shell using Wagner conversion.
cWagner: linear approximation of (equation 1) Et¼ -6034þ23.434�TMD (Figure 7); Easley. dEt¼ 0.1127�TMD1.746. eRenders: Et¼3.883�10–9�TMD4.05.
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bone52 and compressive strength of the distal radius from
cadavers53 when changing from homogeneous modulus to an
inhomogeneous, element- or tissue-specific modulus. The
decrease in predicted force with the use of inhomogeneous
distribution of Et (Figure 3) is consistent with observed
decreases in predicted apparent modulus of human trabecular
bone when using inhomogeneous FEAs.35,52 That is, for a given
apparent displacement of trabecular bone or VB, local stresses
are lower and higher in regions of lower and higher tissue
modulus, respectively. The net decrease in modulus when
changing from the homogeneous (18 GPa) model to the
inhomogeneous model leads to a decrease in the reaction
force. Under-prediction of VB strength (loss of accuracy) was
corrected in elastic FEA models by increasing failure strain or
increasing the failure volume.

Whether nonlinear mFEAs would further improve mouse VB
strength predictions is not known at this time. Certainly,
nonlinear analysis (for example, elastic-perfectly plastic con-
stitutive models) has been useful in continuum-level homo-
genized FEAs in which low image resolution prevents explicit
description of trabecular microstructure.54 However, such
analysis would require substantially more computational time.
Another limitation of the present study is that the small size and
irregular shape of the mouse VB prevented accurate mea-
surements of displacement and identification of the yield point.
Thus, we could not compare stiffness or yield force as
determined frommFEA models to corresponding experimentally
determined values. Moreover, potting the cranial-caudal ends
to match boundary conditions of the mFEAs is exceedingly
difficulty and so the roughened platens were assumed to
provide sufficient friction to match the boundary conditions of
the mFEA models. Additional improvements in VB strength

prediction may also be achieved with different failure criteria
(for example, based on strain energy density), different
boundary conditions (for example, low friction) and use of mCT
scans after the endplates and transverse processes (TPs) have
been removed. Regardless, there are relatively strong corre-
lations between predicted and experimental VB strength with
isotropic, linear material assumptions with node displacement
restricted in the transverse directions at the caudal end. The
present correlations are perhaps not as strong as those
obtained from human bone testing, but again, the size of mouse
VB is likely to introduce artifacts in experimental testing that are
not present in testing of larger bones. In addition, R2 values from
the present mFEA models are comparable to those obtained
comparing predictions of QCT-FEAs (R2¼ 72%) to the results
from compression tests of cadaveric, lumbar VBs.54

The improvement in R2 with an increase in global seg-
mentation threshold (Table 2) is similar to the improvement
gained with an inhomogeneous Et. Many elements with lower
modulus values (Et¼ 3–6 GPa) were near the surface, so
effectively, an inhomogeneous distribution reduced effective
bone volume, as did the application of higher density threshold,
which eliminated lower density surface voxels (Figure 5). We
also observed a slight discrepancy in predicted failure force
between fe_solve3 and fe_solveD, the built-in Scanco FEA
solvers, when 18 GPa was assigned to all elements. This is likely
due to the error tolerance used (1� 10� 4) for solution con-
vergence by the elastic solver and propagation of this error to
calculations of failure force. However, discrepancies in the
predicted failure forces for the individual VB’s did not sig-
nificantly alter the R2 or RMSE values between the data sets
produced from each solver. Lastly, models with lower mesh
density (that is, 12� 12� 12 mm3 elements) over-predict VB

Figure 4 When solving the inhomogeneousmFEAs, the range of TMD values (a) was divided into larger bins, resulting in approximately 42 unique materials (b). When plotted as
the cumulative occurrence of the percent total volume (TV) for the same representative histograms, element-specific Et is between 5 and 19 (c) or 22 GPa (d) for 80% of the elements
depending on which conversion was used (Wagner or Easley).
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strength when compared with models with a higher mesh
density (that is, 6.0� 6.0� 6.0 mm3 elements) created from mCT
with constant resolution. However, the strength predictions
for the two mesh densities are highly correlated, so the
predictive ability does not necessarily improve with a higher
mesh density while the computational time significantly
increases.

Given that the near optimal failure criteria were determined for
the TGF-b study, the predictive ability of elastic mFEA models,
regardless of material definition, was surprisingly better for the
ATF4 study. This is partly due to the larger range in strength
values and smaller overlap in strength in the experimental
groups for the ATF4 study than for the TGF-b-inhibitor study.
Still, this does indicate that non-mineral factors could be
contributing to the strength differences between control and
anti-TGF-b treatments. The present work did not investigate
whether other mouse models will necessarily adhere to the Et

versus TMD conversions or failure criteria used here. None-
theless, it can serve as a benchmark for what can be expected
when comparing predicted strength values to experimental
strength measurements of mouse VBs.

Materials and Methods

Tissue source
L6 VBs were collected from two different mouse studies in
which trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV) was expected to
vary based on previous work.55,56 In the first mouse study,
13-week-old male mice (FVB strain) were treated with either a
TGF-b-neutralizing antibody (1D11, n¼ 8) or a control antibody
(13C4, n¼ 7) for 4 weeks at the same dose (10 mg kg� 1 3x per
week) because inhibiting TGF-b increases BV/TV57 and, hence,
would be expected to increase VB compressive strength. In the
second study, activating transcription factor 4-null (Atf4� /� )
mice (n¼ 10) and their wild-type littermates (n¼ 10) were
euthanized at 17 weeks of age (male and female on a FVB
background). Atf4� /� mice have an extremely low bone
volume phenotype,55 and hence, their VBs should be weaker
than Atf4þ /þ mice. Bones were stored at –20 1C in phosphate
buffered saline when not being analyzed.

Micro-computed tomography FEA
Prior to mechanical testing, the VB cranial-caudal axis was
aligned with the z-axis of the specimen tube holder for the

Figure 5 A circle contour of constant radius transected the non-loading bearing elements of the vertebra (a) to generate the three-dimensional models for finite element analysis
using compression boundary conditions in which the caudal nodes were fixed in the x-, y- and z-direction (high friction) and cranial nodes were fixed in the x- and y-direction (high
friction) with displacement in the negative z-direction to impart 1% apparent strain (b). A zoomed-in images of the trabeculae gives an indication of the mesh density for the different
thresholds (c). Segmented images for the two thresholds are compared with the native image for the anti-TGF-b study (d) and the genetic ATF4 study (e).
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scanner. Each L6 VB was scanned (mCT40, Scanco Medical AG,
Brüttisellen, Switzerland) at an isotropic voxel size of 12 mm
(70 kVp, 114mA; 1000 projects per 3601 rotation; and 300 ms
integration time) and using a HA phantom calibration to
determine TMD throughout the VB and the manufacturer’s
beam hardening correction during image reconstruction. After
the raw image stack was reconstructed, the scans were loaded
into ScancomCTevaluation software and checked for alignment
of the specimen axes with scan axes. If the scan was tilted from
the long axis by greater than 31, specimen orientation was
corrected by rotating the image data about the Y and X-axes,
respectively, using a custom script written in the Image Pro-
cessing Language (IPL v5.15) for Scanco Medical AG. To
specify the volume of interest used to create three-dimensional
reconstructions of the vertebrae, a circle with a constant radius
of 1.24 mm was copied into each image between the end plates
and positioned to transect the TPs, which did not bear load in
the compression test (Figure 1a). Recently, Boyd et al.29

showed that removing the TPs from FE models did not affect
relative differences in rat VB strength predictions. Vertebral
endplates were not included in the model. Image noise was
reduced using a Gaussian filter with a sigma of 0.3 and support
of 1. Native (gray-scale) images with the noise filter were
compared with segmented images across multiple VBs arriving
at a global segmentation threshold of 421.4 mg HA cm� 3

(Figure 5).
Scanco FE-software (fe_solve3, v1.13, Scanco Medical AG,

Brüttisellen, Switzerland) was used to directly convert voxels to
8-node brick elements and element-wise strain values were
determined for simulated high-friction, axial compression
loading of each VB to a peak level of 1% apparent strain. That is,
the caudal nodes were constrained in the x-, y- and z-direction,
and the cranial nodes were constrained in x- and y-direction
with a defined negative displacement in the z-direction. In the
Base Model, all elements were assigned a homogenous elastic
modulus of the bone tissue (Et) and Poisson’s ratio (n) was
18 GPa and 0.3, respectively, for the VBs from the 1D11 study.
Reaction force at failure was determined at the point in which

2% of the model volume exceeded von Mises equivalent strain
of 0.007. This failure criterion was found to predict failure force
values that were strongly correlated with experimental failure
forces of cadaveric radii18 and is commonly used in mFEA
studies of mouse bone.29,30 The FE models had between
676 000 and 989 000 elements with 901 000 to 1 253 000 nodes
requiring a wall-clock time between 23 min and 48 min to solve
and perform all post-processing on an HP BL870c system with
two quad-core GHz Intel Itanium processors and 32 GB of RAM
per blade server. To verify that the mesh density associated with
12 mm isotropic voxels did not inadvertently affect the predictive
ability of the analyses, each element in FE models was divided
into eight elements (6.0� 6.0� 6.0 mm3), and the mFEA models
were re-run with an inhomogeneous material definition
(described in the next section). The predicted failure forces for
the higher mesh density strongly correlated with those for the
lower mesh density with regression line nearly parallel to the
unity line (Figure 6). Moreover, the predictive ability of themFEAs
did not improve with the higher mesh density (R2¼ 67.7%
versus R2¼ 70.4% for lower mesh density). The computational
time, however, significantly increased (between 8 and 14 h).

Parametric study design
A homogenous modulus (Et¼ 18 GPa) was assigned for
elements in all VB models, and the percentage of elements (Vf)
that must exceed 0.007 equivalent strain before failure was
varied from 0.1 to 10%. Vf was also varied from 0.1 to 20% for an
inhomogeneous material property assignment (described
below). Then, instead of maintaining a constant value for Et

across all VBs, a unique modulus was calculated for each VB
based on mean TMD (that is, VB-specific) using a conversion
derived by Wagner et al.34 (see Figure 7 with respect to other
published conversions):

Et ¼ 10A ðGPaÞ ð1Þ

where

A ¼ � 8:58þ 4:05�log10 Bð Þ

Figure 6 Linear regression analysis of predicted VB strength from a high mesh
density model (6.0� 6.0� 6.0mm3 brick element) versus predicted VB strength from a
low mesh density model (12� 12� 12mm3 brick element). The mFEAs derived from
the 12-mm isotropic voxel scan under predicted strength by 2 N, but the strength
predictions were highly correlated with those from the high mesh density model
(threshold¼ 421.8 mg HA cm� 3).

Figure 7 Of the published relationships to convert mCT-derived volumetric density
to elastic modulus, this study used those derived by Wagner et al.32, Easley et al.28 and
Renders et al.35 The typical TMD range for this study is highlighted with the darker
colors. A linear regression equation derived from the Wagner relationship (dashed white
line) was used to calculate element-specific Et in the inhomogeneous mFEAs.
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and

B ¼ 400= 1þ 0:504=TMDÞ gHA=cm3
� ��

There were three VB-specific material definitions: (i) Et based on
mean TMD of only the trabecular bone (Tb), (ii) Et based on the
mean TMD of the whole VB (Ct and Tb combined) and (iii) two
materials with distinct Et for trabecular and cortical bone based
on the respective mean Tb.TMD and the mean Ct.TMD. Mean
TMD values were determined using a standard Scanco eva-
luation script for all voxels remaining after the two outermost
voxel layers were removed.

We also investigated whether an inhomogeneous distribution
of Et (element-specific Et) based on individual voxel density
improved mFEA predictions (fe_solveD, v1.13, Scanco Medical
AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland). In doing so, TMD distribution was
binned into 43–47 materials starting at 401.21 mg HA cm� 3

and incrementing by 22.96 mg HA cm� 3 until reaching the
maximum TMD for the given scan (Figure 7). The mean material
density of each bin was converted to Et using either a first-order
approximation of the relationship from Wagner et al.34 in the
typical TMD range (420.1–1298.2 mg HA cm� 3; Et¼ � 6034.6
þ 23.4�TMD; MPa from mgHA cm� 3) or using the relationship
from Easley et al.28 (Et¼ 0.1127�TMD1.746; MPa from
mgHA cm� 3) or using the relationship from Renders et al.
(Et¼ 3.883x10-9�TMD4.05 fits 10log Et¼ � 8.58þ 3.05� 10

log[Ca] where [Ca]¼ 0.4xTMD/2; MPa from mgHA cm� 3;
Figure 7). Initially, the failure criteria of the Base Model were
used in the inhomogeneous mFEAs, and then near optimal
values were sought.

To investigate the effect of setting a global threshold that
lowers the number of elements, we ran a mFEA following
segmentation of bone tissue with a threshold of
538.9 mg HA cm� 3. This higher threshold created apparent
perforations or disconnections in some of the thinner trabeculae
(Figure 5).

To verify the applicability of the failure criteria and material
assumptions across studies, the strength of VBs from the wild-
type and ATF4-deficient mice were determined for a subset of
model parameters.

Compression tests
After gently scraping away the VB endplates with a scalpel and
trimming the TPs with surgical scissors, each hydrated VB was
subjected to axial compression to failure at 3 mm min� 1

(Dynamight 8841, Instron, Norwood, MA, USA), in which the
supporting platen had a rough surface and a moment relief to
approximate the fixed boundary conditions in the mFEA models
and off-axis loading, respectively. Upon review of high-speed
video (Canon E6) recordings of the tests, the strength mea-
surements of 2 VBs from the 1D11 study were removed from
statistical analysis due to specimen slippage during
compression.

Statistical analysis
The ability of mFEA to predict mouse VB strength was
ascertained by linear regression to determine the intercept and
slope including 95% confidence interval and the RMSE
between experimentally measured peak force versus the
predicted failure force of each VB. Differences in properties
between experimental groups were tested for statistical sig-
nificance using Student’s t-test (two-tail) unless the data from

one of the groups did not pass the Shapiro–Wilk normality test,
in which case, the Mann–Whitney test was used instead. All
analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism (v6.0a,
GraphPad Softwared, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).
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